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aemoglobin disorders, inherited metabolic
diseases, neurogenetic disorders, and birth
defects
are
common
among
Arab
populations.1–3 The relative human and economic costs
of these diseases are rising because of the decline in
prevalence of infectious diseases and improved but
expensive medical care available to affected people. As
Al-Gazali report in this week’s BMJ, although many
programmes to control genetic diseases have been
adopted in Arab countries, most are poorly
developed.4–6 A shift in public, political, and professional attitudes is needed to establish comprehensive
services.
Several factors contribute to the high prevalence of
genetic disease among Arabs. Some conditions such as
sickle cell anaemia are the result of the advantage that
the heterozygous carrier state affords against malaria.
In some countries up to two thirds of marriages are
between cousins, which increases the incidence of
recessive disorders.3 Couples tend to marry young and
family size is usually large; children born at an
advanced maternal age have an increased risk of chromosomal disorders such as Down’s syndrome.1–3
For many countries, particularly the oil rich states,
the slow progress in developing and implementing
preventive genetic programmes is due to legal and cultural issues, not financial ones. Preimplantation genetic
diagnosis is not widely available, and a ban on medical
abortion prevents prenatal testing and counselling and
the option to terminate affected pregnancies.4 The
strategy most widely used to tackle disorders such as 
thalassaemia and sickle cell disease is mandatory
premarital screening followed by counselling on the
risks of genetic disease.4–7 This approach is used in
Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan. However, experience from Iran and Saudi Arabia shows that most
couples choose to marry despite a high risk of
inherited genetic disease in their offspring.4–7
Evidence from non-Arab Muslim countries suggests that education and public debate can fuel change.
In Iran a premarital thalassaemia screening and counselling programme led to the acceptance of prenatal
diagnosis and the legalisation of medical abortion. As a
result the birth of affected babies was reduced by 70%
within five years.8 In Tunisia, Lebanon, and Morocco
therapeutic abortion is now tacitly accepted if not yet
legally sanctioned.
Arab communities are patriarchal, and young
couples seldom enjoy the freedom to give autonomous
consent during genetic counselling.9 10 Counselling
should therefore not only include the couple (the Western model) but also key family elders. A ruling (fatwa) of
the Islamic Jurisprudence Council of the World Islamic
League, passed in 1990, allows therapeutic abortion for
severe malformation of the fetus before the ensoulment
(at 120 days’ conception).11 Despite theological differences between Shiite Muslims of Iran and Sunni Arab
Muslims, the Iranian experience should encourage Arab
Islamic scholars to consider extending the 1990 Fatwa to
cover genetic diseases with high morbidity and mortality.
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It might then be possible to amend the law to allow
selective termination of pregnancy.
School curriculums and the media should be used
to improve understanding of genetic diseases among
health professionals and the public. Arab geneticists
and health professionals must also lobby for political
support to establish and fund national programmes,5 6
integrated with existing primary and reproductive
healthcare systems. Mobilising civil society, as the experience in Iran has shown, is another effective way of
persuading politicians to implement genetic services.
Debate on genetic services in the Middle East is
relevant to Arab Muslims in all countries. In the United
Kingdom there are more than 250 000 people from
the Middle East, among whom an estimated 3000
births occur each year. 12 Germany, Sweden, and the
Netherlands have similar populations. Healthcare professionals in the West may assume that Muslim families
will not consider termination of pregnancy, but this
may not be the case. Families must be offered a full
explanation of the risks they face and the range of
interventions available to them.12
People who have left their country of origin tend to
preserve their original beliefs and cultural values. Professionals providing genetic services to young Arab
Muslim couples in other countries should be aware of
changing attitudes in Arab countries, and should
ensure their patients are not left feeling isolated and
uncertain about their options.
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